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E U money comes with a lot of significance.

It means development, but it also means

transfers from the richer regions to the

poorer regions, it means opportunities, but it also

means central planning and bureaucracy. It means

recovery, but it also means resilience. And it is by

no surprise that a lot of meanings are attached to

what ultimately is a vehicle of purpose. Europe

pursues many purposes for the simple fact that its

constituencies aremany, and diverse, and uneven.

Like its people and like its peoples.

One thing, though, stands clear: EU money is big,
impactful, relevant, and available. To its people
and to its peoples. And that is a very good thing.

One that might as well serve as a European

paradigm:Money for People.

Big, impactful, relevant and available is not a bad

place to be when you go through a technological

revolution in the brewing for the last 50 years, but

fully unfolding at its fastest pace. We are at the

verge of AI, robotics, bio-engineering and green

energy technologies changing the face of the Earth

forever. And we are talking about foundational

technologies which are going to be widespread,

driving continuous improvement across sectors

and seeing rapid improvements powered by

massive capital allocation.

As such, we are talking about big, impactful,
relevant, and available (aka EUmoney)meeting

the kind of strategic call for playing to win in

emerging technologies, determining the future.

That is not an easy call, for the simple fact that EU
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money is taxpayer money. And because Europeans are many, and diverse, and

uneven.

In that view, what follows next is an idea of a blueprint of sorts or just a controversial

view on why money needs to be allocated strategically for technologies, but even

more relevant for people across Europe to feel the benefits of that investing. This why

it is calledMoney for People and a return to communities. It refers to the buying-in and

the personal benefit of the people paying for that transformation. A transformation

which Europe does not afford itself to lose.

First of all to be admitted, we have in front of us a decade of strategic calls, of
investing in emerging technologies which will determine Europe’s economic and
geopolitical success. Thus, let’s start fromwherewe are now. Europe does have some

champions, theymay not be cutting edge, but they are there in themarket, employing

people and fostering ecosystems of suppliers, jobs, workforce education institutions

and tax contributions. So first and foremost, Europe needs to help them be capable of

meeting the future. In that respect, within a blueprint to play, Europe needs to design

patient capital instruments for value chains in key industries.

And those key industries need not only be cutting edge right now, but alsomapped on
a chart of strategic dependencies, trade imbalances, and regional weaknesses. In
a word fix Achile’s heel of European production facilities and dependencies of key

imports, or single supplier weakness. Yes, that means investing on purpose in biotech

in Portugal and in Poland. In BelgiumandRomania. And itmeans charting the supplier

chain of all major European player and devising a strategy to grow resilient suppliers

on a radius of 500 km.

Which brings the discussion about a second key ingredient: regional investment
mindset. This timewewouldmean regional as a sumof all stakeholders of growing
a particular capability: education institutions, regional public administration,
companies and investment funds. When we say regional wemean looking at scaling

up regional advantages into an economic business model which sees the entire value

chain being made capable of allocating investment towards the future: an university

being allowed their investment vehicle, a regional administration being supported to

develop a regional trade and investment agency, a local producer helped with
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matching public investment once an opportunity is spotted, a regional angel

investment network being accompanied with matching regional funds.

Once the strategic calls have been made, it matters a lot whether everybody can play

a role. The smart bureaucrats from Bruxelles better get the strongest allies
possible: mayors, schools, business people and employees from all corners of EU.
And that shall feel like everybody chipping in for a strategic race, in their way, how it

maters in Split and how it matters in Malmo.

One particular point here to be made on educational institutions. Let’s leave the

orthodoxy besides. Education needs to be agile and connected to economic
returns. And the only way to achieve that is to allow them to capitalize their academic

performance. Allow professors to invest in research which is being carried in the

universities, allow educational bodies to own investment funds.

Not least we are getting to the core of this argument. EUmoney is taxpayer money, so

why don’t imagine the finest mechanism of all: allow people to feel the investment
in the future by crating a future return fund for every citizen. For some it may be a

special tax account where instead of going blankly into the public coffer, their tax

money goes as investment capital producing individual returns. For others it may be

that their part of their pension contribution is allocated to emerging technologies or

maybe to educating their children into emerging technologies. We’d unite the people

working today with the benefits of investing for the future even in disruptive

industries. A strategic bet hedged by small contributions for an entire continent and

for every citizen by themselves.

Europeans are many, diverse and uneven. Yet all of them have grown on a sense of

achieving peace and prosperity for all. Their history has taught them so. And history in

Europe can be a powerful asset for the future. Because history has taught us thatmany

small people, in many small places, can do many small things, which can change the

world – that’s an African proverb painted on the Berlin wall, which fits like nothing to

the hypothesis that an European Investment MindsetmeansMoney for People and
a return to communities.
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